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Introduction  

This paper explains how in John 1:28, the literal Aramaic grammar uses the word Nylh (hlyn, 

“these”) to distinguish between (1) Bethany, and (2) The Crossing of the Jordan.   

I carefully examined all 74 occurrences of this Aramaic word (Nylh) in the Fourth Gospel -- the 

word always points backward to focus primarily on an event or subject just described.  You can see in 

Appendix A (below) that there are several instances where it concurrently points backward and forward, 

but doing so for John 1:28 presents a geographical problem: Bethany (0yn9tyb) is not in the same place 

as the crossing of the Jordan (Nndrwyd 0rb9).  In other words, Nylh (hlyn, “these”) in John 1:28 should 

only point backward to Bethany if it is a separate place than the Jordan River; so Nylh (hlyn, “these”) 

should not go forward to the Jordan and backward to Bethany unless they are the same place or subject.   

The reason that conventional religion is not deterred by its geographical problem (caused by 

conventional translation, not the ancient literal text) and continues to read John 1:28 with the 

uncommon grammar (of ‘concurrent backward + forward pointing’) is because of a tradition tracing at 

least as far back as the 3rd Century AD, when scholar Origen assumed in his famous commentaries that 

the Pharisees met with John at the Jordan River the day before the messiah’s baptism, rather than the 

more logical, readily accessible by day’s journey, and expressly stated location: 0yn9 tyb (byTh Eanya; 

“Bethany”).1   

                                                           
1 Origen acknowledged in the 3rd century that the Hebrew/Aramaic name Bethany (0yn9tyb;) was written in the 

ancient gospel, but he ‘reasoned’ that the text should be ‘corrected’ to read Bethabara instead.  Accordingly, in 
many Greek manuscripts the text later was changed in Greek to read Bethabara.  See, “The Identification of 
Bethany Beyond the Jordan”, from Selective Geographical Problems in the Life of Christ (1977), by J. Carl Laney.  
The text was never changed in the Aramaic Peshitta of course, because the Peshitta was maintained separately by 
Aramaic scribes, independently of Greek translations that came and went with time.   

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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I refer to the ‘one and only’ village of Bethany 2-miles from Jerusalem, not the hypothetical 

other place scholars have never actually found on a map, nor found in ancient written testimony, yet still 

speculate to have possibly existed: ‘Bethany by the Jordan’.   

I do not though wish to be too critical of the conventional translation, because there are at least 

two examples in the fourth gospel (John 6:59-71, and John 8:20) where Nylh (hlyn; “these”) can be 

interpreted in a somewhat similar manner (backward + forward pointing) to the conventional 

translation of John 1:28-29.2  Even though in those two examples (and every other example of Nylh 

(hlyn) in the gospel of John), the word Nylh (hlyn) primarily points backwards, it is still useful and 

appropriate in certain instances to look both forward and backward.  I expect it has been the Father’s 

plan for gospel readers to learn something from the idea of Bethany in the Jordan; I have.3   

Moving forward grammatically though, I consider it more logical (more likely) to distinguish 

between Bethany and the Jordan.  For analytical purposes though, I also recommend analyzing it both 

ways because the Father presented it so, through duality.  

When we read John 1:28 with Nylh (hlyn) pointing in the natural and most likely grammatical 

direction (backward), then the literal text beautifully harmonizes in three ways: grammatically, 

geographically, and symbolically.  This word study examines these.   

 

Part One – The Aramaic Grammar of Nylh 

Here is the literal Aramaic of John 1:28-29: 

Yuwh 0yn9tybb Nylh 

 English Translation: “These in Bethany happened.”   

o Transliteration - hlyn bbyThEanya huy 

                                                           
 
2 Also, there are a handful of instances in the other gospels where Nylh (hlyn, “these”) points only forward.  See 

e.g., Matthew 3:9 (within a quote, so possibly mid-conversation or said with hand gesture), Matthew 4:3 (within a 

quote), Matthew 10:2, Matthew 10:42, Luke 3:8, Luke 8:2.  However, as you can see in Appendix A, zero instances 

of forward-only pointing occur with Nylh (hlyn) in the fourth gospel, despite 74 occurrences of the word.   

3 For example, perhaps Bethany can be seen symbolically inside the waters of the Jordan.  The symbolism of this 

possibility generates cross-over with the Book of Joshua, where the Israelites are crossing the Jordan River and a 

voice from heaven advises Joshua to remove twelve stones from the Jordan’s waters, one large stone for each of 

the twelve tribes, and to place these stones in the new land they had just entered (which would be the side of the 

river on which Jerusalem and Bethany are located). Israel’s Amazing Jordan River Crossing, by Tony Badillo. 

 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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 Consistent with Aramaic grammar throughout this fourth gospel, Nylh (hlyn, “these”) is 

referring backward in the text, to the statements between the Pharisees and John the 

Baptist that were just described in John 1:19-27.  No location had yet been given for that 

conversation, so it was logical for the gospel writer to specify its location here in John 

1:28 at the conclusion of the conversation. Next we read… 

twl 0t0d 9w4yl Nnxwy 0zx hrtbd 0mwylw Nnxwy 0wh dm9md 0ky0 Nndrwyd 0rb9b 

 English Translation: “In the crossing of the Jordan where John was baptizing and to the 

next day John saw Yahshua coming toward him”. 

o Transliteration - bEabra dyurdnn ayka dmEamd hua yuKhnn ulyuma dbThrh 

Khza yuKhnn lyShuEa daTha luThh  

 This sentence sets the geographical context for the next event described in the gospel at 

John 1:29-31, the baptism event occurring inside the Jordan River. 

∞ 

The first human appearance of the messiah 9w4y (yShuEa; “Yahshua”) in the fourth gospel 

occurs literally Nndrwyd 0rb9b (bEabra dyurdnn; “in the crossing of the Jordan”), when John the Baptist 

(JB) witnesses Yahshua coming toward him.4   

But before that event, we ask -- Did John the Baptist have his conversation of John 1:19-27 with 

the Pharisees literally inside a crossing/bank of the Jordan River (located about 20-miles from 

Jerusalem),5 rather than the more logical and expressly stated location for that conversation - Bethany 

(located 2-miles from the Pharisees in Jerusalem)?      

                                                           
4 Interestingly, we can parallel Yahshua’s first appearance here in the gospel of John with his last appearance in 

this same gospel, because John the Baptist’s experience of ‘Yahshua coming toward him in the waters of the 

Jordan’ is readily contrasted with Peter’s experience of ‘Yahshua coming toward him in waters of the Tiberias sea’. 

Both Peter (in John 21) and John the Baptist (in John 1) do not deny Yahshua but rather go to meet him literally in 

the water.  The same cannot be said for the beloved disciple – he stays in the boat in John 21.  

5 The phrase in John 1:28 is Nndrwyd 0rb9b  (“in the crossing of the Jordan”; bEabra dyurdnn), which in Aramaic 

means literally “in” the water crossing because of the prefix ‘bet’ (b) before 0rb9 (Eabra; “crossing”).  Translators 

will liberally translate the prefix ‘bet’ (b) to say something other than ‘in’ (especially in ancient Hebrew, compared 

to later Aramaic), but even in those rare instances in Aramaic there remains something to be learned from the 

strict literal translation, every time.   For more on this topic, see the last bullet point on page 8 (below).  

Moreover, if this event were being described outside of the water, then a different word would be helpful, such as 

bng (gnb; “the side of”), which is used elsewhere in the fourth gospel (e.g., John 3:23, John 4:5, John 6:23).  

According to Matthew 3:7-12 though, JB did baptize Pharisees.  For more on this point about Bethany being the 

most logical spot for the conversation, see sections 2 and 3 (Geography, Symbolism).  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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I think following the text strictly (as I provided above) requires naturally separating two separate 

verses (each with its own location).  To accomplish the un-strict (conventional) translation, scribes must 

join two separate sentences together with a ‘less likely’ grammar, and the result is a run-on sentence as 

follows, “These things in Bethany happened, in the crossing of the Jordan where John was baptizing and 

to the next day...”    

I cannot find any other such run-on sentences in the fourth gospel, and I submit that this run-on 

sentence ('backward + forward pointing’) should not be the primary reading, mostly because it uses an 

uncommon grammar to point the Aramaic word Nylh (hlyn, “these”)6 forward two places (past Bethany, 

to the Jordan River) rather than backward to the conversation that just happened in Bethany (which is 

the natural Aramaic grammar).   

Every single occurrence of Nylh (hlyn) throughout the gospel of John points backward primarily, 

as you can read for yourself in Appendix A – the chart at the end of this study shows how every single 

occurrence of Nylh (hlyn) points backward first.7  John 6:59 is an intriguing example showing how to 

point Nylh (hlyn) backward in relation to a location following the word -- “These (hlyn) he said in the 

synagogue while teaching in Capernaum”.  And see the description after Nylh (hlyn) in John 19:36 (an 

important one because it looks similar to John 1:28).  

However, my theory in this word study is not the only way to think, nor should it be, so I hope to 

give fair consideration to other views.  For example, careful scholars will note many instances in the 

fourth gospel where additional descriptive information is provided after a Nylh, for the continuing and 

pre-identified subject.  For the full list of examples like these, see Appendix B.  As highlighted above, the 

two most prominent examples are John 6:59-71, and John 8:20 (“These (hlyn) words he spoke in the 

treasury while he taught in the temple.”) 8  See also footnote 2 above.  

                                                           
6 Nylh is a plural word (“these”; hlyn) that comes from the root word 0nh (hna; “this”).  The word closest to Nylh 

(hlyn) is Nyly0  (aylyn; “those”), which is another conjugation of 0nh (hna; “this”).  Nyly0  (aylyn; “those”) is a 

wonderful compliment to Nylh (hlyn; “these”) because Nyly0  (aylyn; “those”) points forward naturally (see e.g., 

John 1:12).    

7 Whenever Nylh (hlyn) could theoretically be interpreted to also point forward (as a continuation of a message), it 

concurrently and primarily points backward to a subject already identified.  In the fourth gospel, never does Nylh 
(hlyn) point only forward.  

8 Again, these two examples diminish my argument and help lend some minimal defense to the conventional 

translation, with the caveat that this is not also defending Origen’s name change from Bethany to Bethabara - that 

name change simply underscores an ongoing error in many Greek manuscripts.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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Why does the conventional translation point Nylh (hlyn) forward and backward in John 1:28?  It 

appears that the answer is tradition dating back to a geographical assumption by the scholar Origen 

(discussed below), who was trained in Greek and Aramaic.9   

I think the conventional translation will continue to intrigue and perplex scholars because – first, 

the historical evidence does not reveal any town called Bethany (ByTh Eanya) located at the crossing of 

the Jordan,10 and second, two odd grammatical assumptions plague the Greek/Latin/English 

translations.11   

Using the literal Aramaic, it is quite easy to answer this geographical mystery that has puzzled 

scholars (even Aramaic scholars) since Origen: ‘how could Bethany be at the same location as the 

crossing of the Jordan’?  The answer is: in all likelihood they are not; John the Baptist simply walked 

about 17 miles that day and/or the next (see section 2 below re Geography).  Indeed, only one Bethany 

is referenced in John 10:40 and 11:1, and it is not at the crossing of the Jordan.12  

The evidence shows that Origen was not well-versed with Israel’s geography, as for example 

when he admits to relying on hearsay to track down the location of ‘Bethabara’.13  Indeed, we wouldn’t 

expect Origen to be well-versed in Israel’s Geography as he was born over 100 years after Jerusalem had 

already been destroyed by civil war (around 68AD).  By contrast, native Israelites in the first century with 

                                                           
9 Students of Christian history may also wish to study how Origen himself was mistranslated from Greek into Latin.  

10 See section 2 on Geography.  I imagine it was so obvious that ‘Bethany’ and ‘in the crossing of the Jordan’ were 

different places, that early Christians never even questioned using these words so close together.  It’s like saying 

today, ‘Mayor Bloomberg ate pizza and walked around with some Yankees. These in Annapolis happened.  And the 

next day in a New York City harbor, Mayor Bloomberg took a swim.”  My words are obvious to Americans today 

who know US geography and know how the mayor of one city sometimes travels to another city and meets 

people, but if America crumbles tomorrow under Roman conquest, then my words may not be immediately 

obvious to scholars trying to interpret them 150-years from now – scholars might assume wrongly there was a 

place called Annapolis, NY apart from the famous Annapolis, MD.   

11 Indeed, in the Aramaic gospel of John there is not a single other instance where the plural word hlyn (meaning 

‘these’) is used to begin a sentence pointing only forward (in other words, where “these” would be referring to a 

subject not yet identified in the text).  

12 In John 11:3, Mary & Martha in Bethany must send Nyrd4 (Shdryn; “send”) to Yahshua at the crossing of the 

Jordan.  And then in John 11:18, the gospel says that Bethany is about 15 stadia from Jerusalem.  Compare the 

Jordan River, which is approximately 156 stadia from Jerusalem at its closest point.  1 stadia = 660 feet.  

13 See, “The Identification of Bethany Beyond the Jordan”, from Selective Geographical Problems in the Life of 

Christ (1977), by J. Carl Laney. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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first-hand knowledge of their local geography would readily understand that 0yn9 tyb (byTh Eanya; 

“Bethany”) and Nndrwy (yurdnn; “Jordan”) were two separate names for two separate places.14   

 

1. Grammar Pointing.  As scholars we are required to point the text in the most logical direction 

provided by grammar, and logic loves consistency.   

As highlighted extensively above, before we can find Yahshua’s first footprint on earth in John 1, we are 

presented with the following question: in which direction do we point this phrase Yuwh 0yn9tybb Nylh 

(“these in Bethany were”?).  It may seem simple on its face, but this phrase has at least two possible 

pointing directions in the text (backward, or backward and forward), not to mention several possible 

translations of the words themselves.15 

 In the most ancient codex, the Khabouris codex, there is a punctuation mark (a ‘period’) 

after this sentence, so that punctuation mark further suggests the sentence is referring 

backward.   

 Because modern English translations point backward and forward (putting both events 

at the Jordan River), this means two conflicting locations are given unless there was a 

Bethany at the Jordan River.  Why do scholars translate their way into a conflict though, 

especially when the text is most logical (and has the most likely grammar) when we 

point the reference to Bethany only backward in the text16 to conclude the conversation 

JB just had with the Pharisees in Bethany.  Remember the text never said where the 

Pharisees’ conversation happened, so it would indeed be logical and consistent for the 

                                                           
14 Here is an equivalent logic in English, “Ben Franklin told Catholic priests that he was born to be an ambassador 

rather than a president.  They asked him ‘from where do you receive your inspiration.’ He answered “Rebellion 

against tyrants is obedience to God.”  These in Cleveland happened.  In the Delaware River and to the next day, 

Franklin tested a glass armonica.” 

Virtually every elementary school student in America learns that Ben Franklin is from Philadelphia, so if we were 

presented the above we might be prone to making the quick assumption that Franklin’s conversation with the 

priests also occurred in Philadelphia, rather than Cleveland.  Yet the text and grammar tell us the conversation 

took place in Cleveland.  Moreover, the text tells us that Franklin is using his glass & water invention literally inside 

a river in Philadelphia.  If we lump Cleveland and Philadelphia together, not only is our grammar and geography 

faulty, but we also assume illogically that the Catholic priests were also meeting with Franklin literally in the 

Philadelphia water.   

15 Note also that on the Khabouris manscript, the last three letters [0yn] of 0yn9 tyb (byTh Eanya) are illegible.  

16 Pointing backward, the reference to Bethany in John 1:28 actually concludes the preceding passages ending with 

(John 1:27) where John talks with the Pharisees and mentions Yahshua’s sandals.   

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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author to conclude the conversation by noting its place (“these in Bethany 

happened”).17  

 Once we point the text “these in Bethany happened” backwards to the Pharisee 

conversation, then we are free to read the following text naturally and logically, “In the 

crossing of the Jordan where John was baptizing and on the next day, John saw Yahshua 

who was coming towards him.”  Logical – the text now states clearly the place and time 

this event happened.    

2. Choice of Words 

 It is particularly an assumption that the Pharisee conversation happened in the Jordan 

River, because of the different words used in John 1:15 09q (qEaa; “calling”) and John 

1:23 0rq (qra; “crying”).   It appears that John 1:15-18 is providing some background 

regarding John the Baptist, rather than stating he was actually in the wilderness 

beginning at John 1:19.18   The text of John 1:19 says that the Judeans were sent from 

Jerusalem to John the Baptist, but the text does not say that John the Baptist was 

located in the Jordan River for that conversation.  Rather the text concludes the 

conversation by saying, “These in Bethany happened.” 

 Regarding the phrase 0mwylw (ulyuma; “and to the day”) that begins John 1:29, we see 

this phrase used in several places in the gospel of John to separate verses and show a 

transition to new events (literally, a new day): John 1:43, John 2:1 (pointing forward to 

the new place being named, Cana in Galilee); John 6:22 (this is the usage that most 

closely resembles John 1:29), John 7:37 (last day of feast distinguished from middle of 

feast in 7:14); John 12:12. 

                                                           
17 Here are the only other instances where an event’s location is not recorded in the fourth gospel: John 1:35-42 

and John 20:18-29.  I should probably also include John 14:31 because the phrase ‘let us go from here’ is 

mentioned as they travelled from one unknown spot in Jerusalem to another.   

The mystery of John 1:35-42 may be resolved by considering what happens if the “tenth hour” reference in John 

1:39 is interpreted as an arrow of direction – on a conventional clock this arrow would point northwest to 10:00, 

and indeed, if you travel northwest from the Jordan River baptism site (John 1:28) or even Jerusalem, it does not 

bring you to Nazareth.   However, on a traditional Hebrew clock (day begins at 6am) this would point southeast to 

4:00, which is the direction from the Temple Mount to Bethany. 

I don’t have any solid potential answers yet to share on the mystery of John 20:18-29.  

Some of the mystery of John 1:28-29 is hopefully addressed well in this research paper.  

18 The sandals reference in Mark 1:7 comes within the reference to baptizing, which may also give credence to the 

standard translation of John 1:28.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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o Incidentally, John 1:35 also uses this phrase but the gospel does not identify the 

location, so this one instance is particularly uncertain – for an insight though, 

see my discussion in footnote 17. 

 Some translators have used an alternate translation of 0rb9 (Eabra) -- “across” -- in 

John 1:29.  However, that alternate translation (“across”) is likely a bit too simplistic for 

the following reasons: Notice how John 1:28 uses the same phrase Nndrwyd 0rb9b 

(bEabra dyurdnn) as John 3:26 to refer to Yahshua and JB “in the crossing of the Jordan”, 

yet in John 3:26 there is no mention of Bethany. The text in John 3:26 says this is the 

same water crossing.  Although it is tempting to refer to 0rb9 (Eabra) as “across”, it is 

not preferred when there is a b (“bet”) prefix (as in John 1:28, and John 3:26). Without 

the b  (“bet”) prefix, there is a l (“lamed”) prefix, and for that phrase (with lamed) we 

find the alternate definition ("across") used consistently in every instance in the fourth 

gospel: John 6:1, John 6:17, John 6:22, John 10:40, John 18:1. So that also supports my 

theory (of hlyn backward pointing for John 1:28) and further evidences internal 

grammatical consistency in the fourth gospel.  

 

o Moreover, notice how Nwyny9b (bEaynyun; “in Aenon”) in John 3:23 refers to 

being literally inside the water -- this is because (1) Nwyny9 (Eaynyun; “Aenon”) is 

referring to a a particular spring (just like Jordan refers to a particular river), (2) 

there is a 'bet' prefix here rather than a 'lamed' to emphasize being inside that 

water (which is quite practical for a baptism), and (3) the author also uses a 

special phrase bng l9d (dEal gnb; “of by the side”) afterward to emphasize how 

the spring was next to another location (that same special phrase is noticeably 

absent from John 1:28-29, which together with all the other evidence helps 

confirm that Bethany is not across from the Jordan in the literal sense being 

conveyed by the text). 

 

Part Two – Geography 

From our modern-day perspective, it is possible that there may have actually been a town called 

0yn9 tyb (byTh Eanya, “Bethany”) at the Jordan, but any historical/archeological records of its location 

are lost today.  Just as it is difficult for us to identify the exact site of the baptism today, so too do we 

struggle with the exact names and locations of ancient towns.  Students are often comforted by 

uncertainty in this matter.   

1. Walking from Bethany to the Jordan River 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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This paper submits there is only one Bethany identified in the gospel, that village highlighted in 

John 10:40 and 11:1 that is not located at the crossing of the Jordan.19 

Bethany was 2 miles east of Jerusalem, and approximately 17 miles from the traditional spot in 

the Jordan River associated with John the Baptist.20   

Is it therefore possible that John the Baptist could have walked from Bethany to the Jordan River 

in one day.  For example, we see in Acts 10:23-24 that Peter walked up to 20-miles per day on a similar 

route. 

Indeed, JB could probably travel a little more distance in one day than Peter’s 2-day average in 

Acts 10:23-24, because (1) the first day of walking you have more energy, and (2) JB’s road had a greater 

decline in altitude: “From Jerusalem the road forked in three directions. One ran to the left down the 

steep ravines of the Judean hills to the coastal plain and to Joppa. It is down this road that Peter would 

go in the journey described in Acts. The road to the east ran even more steeply down past Bethany to 

the deep trench of the Jordan valley. This is the road from Jerusalem to Jericho (a descent of 3500 feet 

in 14 miles)…” Roads in Ancient Israel, by Bible History Online.  Indeed, “A Roman road connected the 

[Jordan baptism] site to Jericho, and was part of the road systems that connected Jordan to Israel. 

Traces of the road can be seen on the north side of the road from Jericho.” Jordan-Jericho, by Bible 

Walks.  21  

Moreover, according to Wikipedia, the distance covered by an average Hebrew man in an 

ancient day's walk is 10 parsa'ot.  This comes from the Talmud, where 1 day's journey (derekh yom) = 10 

                                                           
19  In John 11:3, Mary & Martha in Bethany must send Nyrd4 (Shdryn; “send”) to Yahshua at the crossing of the 

Jordan.  And then in John 11:18, the gospel says that Bethany is about 15 stadia from Jerusalem.  Compare the 

Jordan River, which is approximately 156 stadia from Jerusalem at its closest point.  1 stadia = 660 feet.  

20 To identify the traditional baptism site, here is an example of the historical evidence we have today, “For the 

crossing of the Jordan by the biblical tribes, coming from the desert and after having set up tent at the plains of 

Moab in front of Jericho at the foot of Mount Nebo (Num 22,1), the biblical text does not indicate exactly the site. 

It only states that: "When you reach the edge of the Jordan's waters, go and stand in the river." (Josh 3, 8), which 

at the time was in flood ("Now the Jordan is at flood stage all during harvest" Josh 3, 15). Once they crossed, the 

texts speak of the "plains of Jericho" (Josh 4, 13; 5, 10) and of "Gilgal on the eastern border of Jericho" where the 

people set camp. (Josh 4, 19).”  And see the testimony of the anonymous pilgrim of Bordeaux who identifies the 

site of the Baptism at five miles from the Dead Sea, adding to it the memory of the Ascension of Elijah "(From the 

Dead Sea) to the Jordan, where the Lord was baptised by John - there are five miles. There is a place by the river, a 

little hill upon the further bank, from which Elijah was taken up into heaven”.  The Sanctuaries visited by the 

Pilgrims on the East Bank of the Jordan, by Michele Piccirillo. See also, Bethany Beyond the Jordan, in Text, 

Tradition, and Historical Geography, by Jeremy Hutton.  

21 With regard specifically to the route between Bethany and the Jordan River, the road had a steep decline of 

approximately 3,500 feet.  
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parsa'ot.  Each parasa is 2.4–2.88 miles, and the time to walk a parasa is 72 minutes.  Therefore, an 

average day’s walk could be between 24-28 miles,22 accomplished in approximately 12 hours.    

So, it was possible for JB to have made the journey from Bethany to the Jordan in one day.23  

Indeed, JB may have even had more time than just 12 hours, as we can see in this hypothetical example:  

Day before Baptism:  

 10am conversation with Pharisees,  

 12pm-6pm journey to Bethany 

 Spend the night in Jericho 

Day of Baptism  

 9am-11am journey from Jericho to Jordan river 

 1pm baptize Yahshua 

Lastly, it is recorded in Luke 3:3 that JB was accustomed to travelling. All throughout the bible 

we see faithful people walking through Israel, so JB may have too, possibly even visiting disciples or 

friends in Bethany from time-to-time.  Theoretically, it would also be a nice place for him to pick up 

supplies if he needed them.  

 

2. Place Names 

Unfortunately, a popular view of John 1:28 became that the text contained a mistranslation, 

such that Bethany should have been referring to Bethabara where John was baptizing.   

As highlighted above, this view can be traced to a third century scholar named Origen, who was a 

questionable source for at least the following two reasons:  

(1) for his commentary, he intentionally changed the text from ‘Bethany’ to ‘Bethabara’,24 and 

 

                                                           
22 See also The Cultural Times of Jesus of Nazareth, by David A. DeWitt (suggesting a 20-mile daily average). 

23  Arthur Blessitt provides an interesting and uplifting perspective on walking in the time of Yahshua.  

24 One of Origen’s stated reasons was that he preferred the meaning ‘house of preparation’ (Bethabara) to ‘house 

of obedience’ (Bethany) as he felt he understood the Hebrew. Critical Apparatus Re Bethany versus Bethabara in 

John 1:28, by David Palmer.   
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(2) The evidence shows that Origen was not well-versed with Israel’s geography, as for example 

when he admits to relying on hearsay to track down the location of ‘Bethabara’.25 Therefore, 

Origen must have also lacked knowledge of the surrounding areas while he claimed there was 

no other place called ‘Bethany’.   Indeed, we wouldn’t expect Origen to be well-versed in 

Geography as he was born over 100 years after Jerusalem had already been destroyed by civil 

war (around 68AD).  By contrast, native Israelites in the first century with first-hand knowledge 

of their nation’s geography would readily understand that 0yn9 tyb (ByTh Eanya; “Bethany”) and 

Nndrwy (Yurdnn; “Jordan”) were two separate names for two separate places.26   

 

Part Three – Symbolism 

  Flowing Forward Like the Jordan 

Regarding the symbolic meaning, it is really neat to appreciate that the word for “Jordan” 

(Nndrwy; yurdnn) is derived from the root word for “flowing” (drn; nrd).  See e.g., John 7:38.  Does water 

flow forward, or backward, or both? 

The second sentence in John 1:28 begins with the word Nndrwy (yurdnn; “Jordan”) naturally 

flowing forward in Aramaic (“In the crossing of the Jordan where John was baptizing and to the next day 

John saw Yahshua coming toward him”).  And as this word study shows, the word Nylh (hlyn) naturally 

flows backward in Aramaic, which is especially interesting as another meaning for Nylh (hlyn) is ‘their 

labor/fatigue’ (as in the fatigue/labor of flowing against the river).27   When the text of John 1:28 is  

                                                           
25 See, “The Identification of Bethany Beyond the Jordan”, from Selective Geographical Problems in the Life of 

Christ (1977), by J. Carl Laney. 

26 Here is an equivalent logic in English, “Ben Franklin told Catholic priests that he was born to be an ambassador 

rather than a president.  They asked him ‘from where do you receive your inspiration.’ He answered “Rebellion 

against tyrants is obedience to God.”  These in Cleveland happened.  In the Delaware River and to the next day, 

Franklin tested his glass armonica.” 

Virtually every elementary school student in America learns that Ben Franklin is from Philadelphia, so if we were 

presented the above we might be prone to making the assumption that Franklin’s conversation with the priests 

also occurred in Philadelphia, rather than Cleveland.  Yet the text and grammar tell us the conversation took place 

in Cleveland.  Moreover, the text tells us that Franklin is using his glass & water invention literally inside a river in 

Philadelphia.  If we lump Cleveland and Philadelphia together, not only is our grammar and geography faulty, but 

we also assume illogically that the Catholic priests were also meeting with Franklin literally in the Philadelphia 

water.   

27 For study of the energetic nature of water moving in opposite directions, I recommend learning about the work 

of naturalist Viktor Schauberger.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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translated to point Nylh (hlyn) forward and the Jordan backward, we can see the translation contrast 

with the symbolic meaning of the literal text.  

Symbolically, we’re not just pointing Nylh (hlyn) backwards, we’re pointing the baptism forward.  

That’s a key spiritual message because John 1:19-27 is about John the Baptist debating the Pharisees.  

To be ‘born from the beginning’, we need to move beyond John the Baptist, beyond his debates with the 

Pharisees, etc.  - we can place the beginning with Yahshua emerging clean from the Jordan River.   

 

  Flowing Backward to Greece 

There is an interesting irony to me that in Aramaic Nylh (hlyn) is pronounced the same as 

“Hellene”, an English word for “Greek”.   Which version of the gospel points backward to the earliest 

date: Hellene or Aramaic.  Many scholars already know - the answer is that the gospel was most likely 

penned in the language spoken by Yahshua.  This original gospel called Peshitta (“simple” or “straight”) 

has survived to this day via Syrian scribes within the Church of the East, a branch of Christianity that 

even today continues to speak the ancient language with astounding fidelity.  

Another curious symbolism is that the Aramaic word for crossing is 0rb9 (Eabra), which is very 

similar to the word yrb9 (meaning “Hebrew”).  Perhaps this is one of the first clues in the text that some 

conversations will be taking place in the Hebrew language.  The fourth gospel also has several explicit 

references to the Hebrew language: John 5:2, John 19:13, John 19:17, John 19:20, John 20:16.   

 

Adjective 

Another possibility is that 0yn9 tyb (ByTh Eanya; “Bethany”) is not referring to a town (or proper 

noun), but rather is a descriptive phrase (noun + adjective) meaning ‘house of poverty’28 or ‘house of 

answers’29.  And of course there are other translations for tyb (ByTh) in the sense of a dwelling place.  So 

there is a lot of possible wordplay meanings here.  

 

                                                           
28 See Strong’s Concordance, Hebrew: #6041 (Eany).  This word can mean: poverty, depression, afflicted, delayed, 

weak, needy, humble.   This symbolism is suggestive of the story of poor & afflicted rz9l (lEazr; “Lazarus”) in Luke 

16. 

29 See Jastrow, Targum Dictionary, p. 1093.  This meaning (answer, respond) is found throughout the gospel of 

John, as verses frequently begin with the short form 0n9 (Eana) as Yahshua responds/answers to questions.  The 

short form 0n9 (Eana) also means ‘flock’, as in a flock of sheep.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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First Day, New Beginning 

As highlighted above, John the Baptist could have had his conversation with the Pharisees in 

Bethany, and then the next day baptized Yahshua.30  It is meaningful that Yahshua would be baptized on 

JB’s first day back to the Jordan after identifying himself to the Pharisees as the prophesied ‘voice crying 

in the wilderness to make smooth the way of the lord’.   

It also makes sense that the Pharisees could meet John in Bethany upon hearing of his arrival 

there.  

 

Foot Symbolism  

Given the word order, the text of John 1:27-28 presents a very unique possible interpretation 

that Yahshua’s sandals were located in Bethany.  This alternate possibility may seem extremely unlikely 

at first glance, but some will find the symbolism of such an interpretation intriguing given the 

connection to foot washing in Bethany,31 and also the foot-washing after the last supper in Matthew 

26.32  Often the goal when reading a piece of scripture is not to lock down one single meaning in your 

mind, but to appreciate the multiple layers of meaning.  

 

Importance of Bethany 

Personally, I think the Father hid the greater importance of Bethany in the fourth gospel.  Many 

students have discovered the very important possibility that its author was not John the apostle, but 

rather that specifically identified beloved disciple: rz9l.   

                                                           
30 Bethany was only about 2-miles from Jerusalem, and one-day’s walk from the Jordan River (about 17-miles).   

31 Recall the story of Mary of Bethany washing Yahshua’s feet.  Now contrast John 1:27 where John the Baptist (JB) 

says “I am not worthy to release the straps of his sandals those in Bethany”.  Conventional translations place a 

period after sandals, but the original text obviously has no such period, so it’s an open question.  And indeed, this 

interpretation foreshadows JB’s statement to the Messiah in the gospel of Matthew, that JB is not worthy to 

baptize (release / purify) the messiah.  Indeed, John 1:27 is immediately followed by a description in John 1:28 of 

the messiah approaching JB for the baptism event.  Very interesting symbolism! 

32 Isaiah 66:1 also highlights that the earth is Yahweh’s footstool. For those willing to research with patience, this is 

a deep and mathematical topic - the throne of Elohim (Heaven) and His footstool (earth) are connected in design 

to the original temple in Jerusalem as seen for example in Ezekiel 43:7.  See e.g., Messiah in the Torah, by Levi Ben 

David.  Temple Floorplan, by Tony Badillo.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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As this beloved disciple lived in Bethany, recording the first conversation here would help 

establish the eye-witness nature of his gospel.33   

 

Continuity 

It may also be important that Bethany is stated at the end of the third gospel (Luke), such that 

the fourth gospel’s first event in Bethany is symbolically meaningful in showing gospel harmony. 

 

Conclusion 

Studying every occurrence of basic words like Nylh (hlyn) is a wonderful way that scholars can 

test and observe for themselves the accuracy of Aramaic word usage in the Peshitta.  

The most likely interpretation of Aramaic John 1:28 is that JB’s conversation with the Pharisees 

happened in Bethany near Jerusalem, and then the next day JB baptized the messiah in the Jordan River.  

This harmonizes the text in three ways: (1) consistent Aramaic grammar throughout the fourth gospel, 

(2) Israel’s geography, and (3) scriptural symbolism. 

However, understanding the most likely interpretation is just a piece of the puzzle.  Much can be 

learned from the conventional translation as well.  

  

                                                           
33 Follow-up reading: See e.g., The Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, by Edward Jones. The Beloved Disciple: His 

Name, His Story, His Thought, by Vernard Eller.  The Disciple Whom Jesus Loved by Jim Phillips. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
http://www.voiceofjesus.org/lazarus.htm
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http://www.thedisciplewhomjesusloved.com/
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Appendix A 

Here is every occurrence of the Aramaic word Nylh (“these”, transliterated ‘hlyn’) in the gospel of John.  

In every single occurrence it points backward to a subject just described in the text: 

 1:50 - The phrase here, 0zxt Nylh Nm Nbrwrd (drurbn mn hlyn ThKhza; “greater than these you 

will see”) refers backward to Yahshua’s words of special knowledge about Philip in John 1:47-48.  

This is further confirmed in John 1:51 as we read 04h Nmd (dmn hSha; “from now …”) 

o Caveat: 2:14 – The original eastern Peshitta has Jwnhl (lhnun; “to them”) here, not Nylhl (lhlyn; 

“to these”) as the later western Peshitto text does.  Not surprisingly, the older and original 

Peshitta is once again the correct version, including here grammatically. Jwnhl (lhnun; “to 

them”) is the phrase that points forward, from the root 0nh (hna; “this”).  [edited by Glaser 

7/2/17].   

 2:16 – this use of Nylh (hlyn) is a quote referring backward and outside of the quote, to 0nwy 

(yuna; “doves”) at the beginning of the verse. 

 2:18 – here the word Nylh (hlyn) is referring backward to Yahshua’s actions in releasing the 

animals from the temple sacrifices. 

 3:2 – Nylh (hlyn) is most logically is read backwards here because Nicodemus is referring to signs 

that Yahshua has already performed (thus referring backwards).  To point the word forward 

would suggest that Nicodemus was predicting that Yahshua would keep performing signs, which 

may also be true in a sense (though the context suggests that Nicodemus was not (yet) a 

believer when he approached Yahshua). 

 3:9 – Nylh (hlyn) points backwards yet again as Nicodemus asks about the spiritual matter that 

Yahshua just described in John 3:5-8. 

 3:10 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) also pointing backwards to his words in John 3:5-8. 

 4:23 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) to refer backwards to 0dwgs (sguda; “worshippers”) that the 

Father seeks.  Indeed, note that in 4:24 the related conjugation Nyly0  (aylyn; “those”) is used to 

point forward with additional clarification as to the manner they must worship, in spirit and in 

truth.  So here is another instance where Nylh (hlyn) points backwards and Nyly0  (aylyn; 

“those”) points forward. 

 4:31 – this is a unique use of Nylh (hlyn) pointing backwards because the word is prefaced by 

the phrase tnybw (ubynTh; “and in the middle of”).  So the text is saying ‘in the middle of these’, 

which makes perfect sense when you see the beloved disciple is writing about two events 

occurring simultaneously: 1. Yahshua speaking to his disciples, and 2. The woman speaking to 

the men.  So the word Nylh (hlyn) points backwards again to say it is in the middle of those two 

conversations just described in John 4:27-30. 

 5:1 – the text here reads Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after these”).  So the word Nylh (hlyn) points 

backwards yet again, to the signs performed in Galilee described in John 4.  Importantly, we see 

the word is used here to describe a geographical transition.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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 5:3 – Nylhb (bhlyn; “in these”) refers backward to Nyw=s0 (astuyn; “porches”) in John 5:2.   If 

one tried to point the word forward it would illogically suggest the porches themselves were sick 

and crippled.  

 5:19 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backward to the works of the Father just mentioned in the verse db9 
0b0d ryg Nyly0 db9d 0b0l 0zxd mdm (mdm dKhza laba dEabd aylyn gyr daba Eabd). 

 5:20 –  0db9 Nylh (hlyn Eabda; “these works”) refers backward to the lesser works by contrast 

with the greater works 

 5:34 – once again Nylh (hlyn) refers backward, to the statements Yahshua just made about ‘life 

in himself’ earlier in the chapter (John 5:19-33).   

 6:1 – here we have our second chapter beginning with Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after these”).  As 

before, the word Nylh (hlyn) points backwards, to the events performed in Jerusalem described 

in John 5.  The geographical transition here is from Jerusalem to the other shore of the Sea of 

Galilee.  

 6:5 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backward (in the same manner as John 2:16).  So 

the Nylh (hlyn) is a quote referring backward and outside of the quote, to 04nk (knSha; “crowd”) 

at the beginning of the verse. 

 6:9 – Andrew uses Nylh (hlyn) twice in this verse and both refer backward, first to the 5 loaves 

and two fish, and second to the crowd.  We can understand the grammar in the second usage to 

point backward to the large crowd (“them”) because of the phrase Nwhlk Nylhl (lhlyn klhun; “to 

these, all of them”).     

 6:24 – here the word Nylh (hlyn) can technically point backwards to the ships identified in John 

6:22-23, and also one word forward to 0pl0  (alpa; “ship”) to complete the reference backward 

(there are no additional ships referenced after this reference that would suggest the Nylh (hlyn) 

is pointing forward).  This usage closely resembles how the word Nylh (hlyn) is used in John 1:28 

with the noun immediately afterward (in John 1:28 the noun is 0yn9 tyb (ByTh Eanya; 

“Bethany”), and in John 6:24 the noun is 0pl0  (alpa; “ship”).  

o Students of the bible can find many curious references to ships in the fourth gospel - 

note here the phrase 0lp0  (apla; “also not”) appearing four words earlier than 0pl0  

(alpa; “ship”) in the verse. 

o In some way, it may be that 0yn9tyb  (byTh Eanya; “Bethany”) is symbolically a type of 

boat (Hebrew: anya) inside the Jordan river that keeps its occupants afloat, rather than 

truly baptized. 

 6:59 – the gospel writer uses Nylh (hlyn) here to point backwards to Yahshua’s provocative 

statements.  This verse is a great example showing how to correctly point Nylh (hlyn) in relation 

to a location following the word (“These (hlyn) he said in the synagogue while teaching in 

Capernaum”).   The conversation keeps flowing in John 6:60-71, which lends some credence to 

the standard translation of John 1:28, except that no additional location is provided in 6:60-71, 

which distinguishes it from the standard translation of John 1:28.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain/
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 7:1 - here we have our third chapter in a row beginning with Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after these”).  

As with the previous two instances highlighting a geographical transition, the word Nylh (hlyn) 

points backwards yet again, to events in the previous chapter.  

 7:4 – Yahshua’s brothers use Nylh (hlyn) to refer backwards to the works identified in the 

previous verse at John 7:3. 

 7:9 – Nylh (hlyn) is used here to refer backwards to Yahshua’s statements to his brothers in John 

7:6-8.   

 7:31 – Nylh (hlyn) is used by members of the crowd to refer backwards to the signs that Yahshua 

was reported to perform that caused the crowd to wonder in John 7:26 and John 7:31 if he was 

the messiah.  Note also the mixed present tense phrase and past tense phrase db9 0nh db9d 
0twt0 Nylh (hlyn aThuTha dEabd hna Eabd; “these signs worked that this one works) that 

concludes the verse.  The Nylh (hlyn) emphasizes the past-tense of the signs Yahshua performs, 

and the n0h (hna) emphasizes the present tense of Yahshua himself! 

 7:32 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards yet again, to the statements of the crowd in the previous 

verse at John 7:31. 

o Caveat regarding John 7:53-8:11 – this passage of the gospel of John is absent from the eastern 

Peshitta codex, and even from some western versions of the Peshitto.  In any case, the Nylh 
(hlyn) in John 8:5 would refer backwards, to the woman’s 0rwgd 0nr9ws  (suEarna dgura; “act of 

adultery”) described in the previous verse at John 8:4.   

 8:20 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards to Yahshua’s words in the treasury of the temple, as 

recorded in John 8:12-19.   Here is an example where additional clarifying detail is provided after 

the Nylh (hlyn), which diminishes my argument and helps support the standard translation, 

especially because of the additional detail 0lkyhb (bhykla; “in the temple”) after the location 

0zg tyb (byTh gza; “in the treasury”). 

o The eastern Peshitta omits John 7:53 to 8:11, which allows the Nylh (hlyn) in John 8:20 

to reach all the way back to John 7:37, which would answer the question of where 

exactly Yahshua was located while speaking at the Feast of Tabernacles.   On the topic of 

omission, I find it interesting that if John 7:53-8:20 were omitted, the text reads quite 

logically as John 7:52 is followed by John 8:21.   Perhaps the original Peshitta also 

omitted John 8:12-20? 

 8:26 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) to refer backwards to hnm t9m4d Nyly0  (aylyn dShmEaTh mnh; 

“those that I have heard from Him”).  This is an interesting usage of Nylh (hlyn) in conjunction 

with Nyly0  (aylyn) – it helps me to visualize Nylh w Nyly0  as a physical system (like a magnetic 

motor) that generates energy through forces of backward and forward motion working 

together. 

 8:30 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards here to Yahshua’s words in the previous verses (John 8:21-

29).  This is another interesting usage because of the phrase hb wnmyh 00ygs 0wh llmm Nylh dk 

(kd hlyn mmll hua sgyaa hymnu bh; “while these he was speaking many believed in him”), and 

then of course Yahshua continues speaking to give his famous statement to those trusting in 

him, “…the truth will set you free”.  So in some sense it could point backward and forward here, 
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but certainly not forward only.  Indeed, given that John 8:30 advises that certain Judeans were 

believing in him while he spoke, and because John 8:31 is directed to those already believing, it 

further emphasizes that Nylh (hlyn) in 8:30 might only point backwards (to those pre-identified 

believers).    

 9:6 – Similar to the last usage, Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards here to Yahshua’s words in the 

previous verses (John 9:3-5).  We don’t know exactly when his clay-healing action began and 

stopped while speaking, so the text in some sense can point backward and forward here, but 

pointing forward exclusively would be an unnecessary assumption, and a strange grammar (not 

to mention dulling the word dk (kd; “when”) in John 9:6, where it is supposed to provide 

temporal emphasis).  

 9:16 – similar to John 3:2, Nylh (hlyn) points backwards again here, to signs that Yahshua has 

already performed (thus referring backwards).   

 9:22 – Nylh (hlyn) points backwards to the statements of the formerly blind man’s parents in the 

previous verses at John 9:20-21.  Importantly, verse 23 repeats for emphasis “Because of this, 

his parents said, he is of age ask him.” This additional statement by the gospel writer really helps 

underscore the very point of this word study, that Nylh (hlyn) points backward.  

 9:40 – Nylh (hlyn) here points backward, to Yahshua’s statements about blindness that the 

Pharisees just heard in the previous verse at John 9:39.  

 10:19 – Nylh (hlyn) is pointing backwards again, to Yahshua’s words to the Judeans in the 

previous verses.  Notably, the Nylh (hlyn) cannot point forward here to John 10:20 because of 

the precise grammatical phrasing that concludes John 10:19, Nylh 0lm l=m (mtl mla hlyn; 

“because of these words”).   Note that if 0lm (mla; “words”) here was conjugated differently 

(e.g., “his word”), then this would change the analysis.   

 10:21 – Nylh (hlyn) points backward here as well, to Yahshua’s words in the previous verses that 

caused these Judeans to wonder here in John 10:21.  And obviously there are no statements 

recorded after John 10:21 by these Judeans, so this is yet another obvious example of Nylh 
(hlyn) pointing backwards. 

 11:11 – Nylh (hlyn) is pointing backward here to Yahshua’s statements to the disciples in John 

11:7-10.  Moreover, after the Nylh (hlyn) in John 11:11 the text reads “…and afterward Yahshua 

said…”.  This phrase Nkrtbw (ubThrkn; “and afterward”) firmly distinguishes Yahshua’s 

statements in John 11:12 from those previous, thus confirming the Nylh (hlyn) in John 11:11 

points only backwards.  Note also how these qualifying words Nylh (hlyn) and Nkrtb (bThrkn) 

bring out the tense in the Aramaic word rm0  (amr; “speaks”).  

 11:28 – Nylh (hlyn) here also points backwards, to Martha’s statements in the previous verse at 

John 11:27.  

 11:42 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backwards to his statements in the previous verse 

at John 11:41 thanking the Father.   

 11:43 - Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards here to Yahshua’s words in the previous verses (John 11:40-

42).  The dk (kd; “when”) beginning the sentence here helps provide temporal emphasis. 
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 12:16 – Nylh (hlyn) is used three times here, and each time refers backwards to Yahshua’s 

fulfilment of the prophecies highlighted in the previous verses at John 12:13-15. Indeed, the 

gospel writer is even emphasizing the disciples wrkdt0 (aThdkru; “remembering”) the events, 

and logically memory points backwards. 

 12:21 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards again, to the men in the previous verse at John 12:20 – the 

men who had gone up to worship at the feast. 

 12:36 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backward to Yahshua’s words in the previous paragraphs (John 12:35-

36). 

 12:37 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backward again to Yahshua’s signs in the previous verses (most 

specifically John 12:29 and 12:33) 

 12:41 – Nylh (hlyn) points backward to the Isaiah quotes in the previous verses at John 12:38-40.  

 13:17 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backward to his teaching example where he 

washes the feet of his disciples (John 13:3-16).  Yahshua states in John 13:17, “If you understand 

these, you are blessed if you work them.”  So the Nylh (hlyn) here shouldn’t also point forward 

(beyond 13:17) because the matter in the next verse at John 13:18 is neither a blessing nor 

something for multiple people to perform (but rather just one person - Judas).    

 13:21 – Nylh (hlyn) points backward here to Yahshua’s statements in John 13:12-20.  The Nylh 
(hlyn) cannot point forward here because of the way that the word rm0  (amr; “speaks”) appears 

twice in this verse – pointing forward would make the rm0  (amr; “speaks”) redundant, and 

triply so given the phrase dhs0w  (uashd; “testified”) before the second rm0  (amr; “speaks”).   

 14:10 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) at the end of the verse here to refer backward to the Father’s 

works mentioned at the beginning of the verse. 

 14:12 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backward to the works he was just discussing in 

the previous sentences (John 14:10-12).   In John 14:12, the n (nun) in db9n (nEabd) renders the 

phrase “will work”, which further emphasizes that Nylh (hlyn) points backward here and is 

distinguished from the future works (otherwise, there would be nothing to compare).  

 14:25 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here referring backward to his statements in the previous 

verses.  Importantly, notice the past tense tllm (mllTh; “have spoken”) here that confirms Nylh 
(hlyn) points backward.  Yahshua is emphasizing the past statements here because he is going to 

be crucified and therefore taken away from the disciples for a time.  

 15:11 – Just like in John 14:25, Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) and tllm (mllTh; “have spoken”) 

together here to point backward to his statements in the previous verses.   The past tense 

nature of the verbs here in John 15:11 and John 15:12 make it safe to point the Nylh (hlyn) 

backward here.  Otherwise, it would be tempting to point Nylh (hlyn) backward and forward (to 

John 15:12 and beyond).  Another important reason to point Nylh (hlyn) backward here is that 

the verses in John 15:1-10 speak specifically of ‘joy by living inside the messiah’, “These I have 

spoken with you so that my joy would be in you and that would be made full your joy”.  

Compare John 15:17 giving the next Nylh (hlyn) reference point for the block of verses about the 

commandment to love one another (15:12-16).       
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 15:17 – As with John 15:11, we can see Nylh (hlyn) points backward here to Yahshua’s 

statements in the previous verses about the love commandment (John 15:12-16), “these I 

command you, that you should love one another”.  John 16:1 gives the next Nylh (hlyn) 

reference point for the block of verses about the tribulation of hate (15:18-27). 

 16:1 – As highlighted above regarding John 15:17, we see the Nylh (hlyn) here refers backward 

to the block of verses about the tribulation of hate (15:18-27), “These I have spoken with you so 

that you will not be offended”.  The next Nylh (hlyn) reference point (for Yahsua’s words) will be 

in John 16:4, which helps further emphasize that the Nylh (hlyn) in John 16:1 is indeed pointing 

backward. 

 16:3 – this use of Nylh (hlyn) points backward to the actions that Yahshua just described in John 

16:2, “they will put you out of their synagogues and will come the hour when all who kill you will 

think that an offering he offers to Alha.”    

 16:4 – As highlighted above regarding John 16:1, we see the first Nylh (hlyn) here refers 

backward to the two verses prophesying the disciples ex-communication from the synagogue 

(John 16:2-3).  As you can see from the ‘hlyn’ pattern since John 14:25, each block of verses is 

categorized by Yahshua.  The block here in John 16:2-4 is summarized in John 16:4, “These I 

have spoken with you so that when their time has come, you will remember that I told you.  

Now not I did tell you these previously because I was with you.”  The second Nylh (hlyn) in this 

verse also refers backward, which is especially logical when we realize the emphasized 

connection between ‘disciples leaving the synagogue’ and ‘Yahshua leaving the disciples’.  

 16:6 – this is another example of Nylh (hlyn) referring backward to Yahshua’s statements on a 

specific topic just identified (John 16:2-5, but most specifically John 16:5), “For I have told you 

these and sorrow has come and filled your hearts.” Note also the past tense usage in John 16:6 

that confirms the Nylh (hlyn) points backward.  Indeed, the next statements (beginning at John 

16:7 regarding 0=lqrp (prqlta; “Deliverer”) would not lead to a heart filled with sorrow.  

 16:25 – Yahshua says Nylh (hlyn) here in referring backwards to the 0t0lp (plaTha; 

“comparisons”) found in John 16:16-24 (most specifically John 16:16 and 16:21).  Indeed, as the 

disciples themselves point out in John 16:29, there are no parables afterwards.  Note the 0nh 

(hna; “this”) reference point in John 16:15 helps us narrow this Nylh (hlyn) reference point in 

John 16:25 to the verses between (John 16:16-24).  

 16:33 – in this famous verse, Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) to point backwards to his words in John 

16:31-32, regarding each man scattered to his place apart from Yahshua.  John 16:33 connects 

beautifully, “These I have told you so that you may have peace about me.  In the world you will 

have affliction, but take heart, I have conquered the world.”  

 17:1 – the beloved disciple uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backwards to Yahshua’s entire message 

to the disciples that began in John chapter 13.  So this hlyn here in John 17:1 notes the 

conclusion of Yahshua’s message to the disciples, because Yahshua’s next words in 17:1 begin 

his prayer to the Father.   

 17:11 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) to refer backward, to the disciples listening to his prayer, 

“From now on, I will not be in the world, yet these are in the world and I am coming to you Holy 
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Father. Guard them in your name that you gave to me, so that they may be one as we are.” Here 

in John 17:11 we have an example of Nylh (hlyn) quite similar to John 1:28. 

 17:13 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) again to point backwards to the joyful statements in John 17:6-

12, “And now I come to you. And these I speak in the world, so that my joy will be full in them.” 

The Nylh (hlyn) in John 17:13 does not point forward because the next words beginning at John 

17:14 are about how the world hates the disciples for not being in the world and how the 

disciples are being sent into that hateful world to minister.  

 17:20 – here is an excellent use of Nylh (hlyn) pointing backwards, to the disciples listening to 

the prayer.  The reason this is such an excellent example is because of the contrasted use of 

Nyly0  (aylyn; those) to point forward to “those believing in me through their word.”  

Incidentally, the ly0  (ayl) here in Nyly0  (aylyn; those) is probably a Hebrew wordplay for sheep 

given the context. See also John 1:12. 

 18:1 - the beloved disciple uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backwards to Yahshua’s entire prayer to 

the Father in John 17.  So this Nylh (hlyn) here in John 18:1 notes the conclusion of Yahshua’s 

prayer, and indeed the rest of John 18:1 all the way through 18:3 describe actions rather than 

words.  

 18:8 – Yahshua uses Nylh (hlyn) here to refer backwards to his disciples standing with him there 

in the garden.   

 18:22 – Nylh (hlyn) is used here to refer backward to Yahshua’s statements in the previous verse 

that upset the guard, therefore causing the guard to strike Yahshua.  This is another great of 

example of how dk (kd; “when”) and Nylh (hlyn) work together and point backward each time. 

 19:24 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards in the verse to the quoted prophecy, “They divided my 

garments among themselves and for my clothes they cast a lot.”  Indeed, the action of the 

soldiers is specifically given even earlier in John 19:23-24.  

 19:28 – Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after these”) points backwards to refer to the last prophecy 

fulfillment events involving his disciples in John 19:25-27.   This is also a curious usage of Nylh 
(hlyn) because another prophecy fulfillment event is recorded in John 19:29 (albeit not involving 

the disciples).  So theoretically the statement could point forward, if not for the past tense 

usage of mlt40  (aShtlm; “was fulfilled”) in John 19:28.  

 19:31 – Nylh (hlyn) is referring backwards to the three 0rgp (pgra; “bodies”) highlighted in the 

preceding word of the verse.  It is also tempting to concurrently point Nylh (hlyn) forward to 

complete the description Nwhypyqz l9 (Eal zqypyhun; “on their crosses”), except we must 

remember that this subject was also pre-identified in the earlier verse of John 19:18, “where 

they crucified him and with him two others, one on one side and one on the other and Yahshua 

in the center.” 

 19:36 – Nylh (hlyn) refers backwards here to the events of John 19:32-35 describing how 

Yahshua’s bones were not broken even though he was pierced with a spear.  The word can also 

concurrently point forward here to complete the description with the two quoted prophecies in 

John 19:36-37.  This brings us immediately to the next Nylh (hlyn) in John 19:38, Nylh rtb (bThr 
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hlyn; “after these”), which firmly signifies completion of the Nylh (hlyn) description regarding 

‘no broken bones’.   

  19:38 – as highlighted above re John 19:36, the Nylh (hlyn) here is Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after 

these”), and it appears to conclude the description regarding the crucifixion (John 19:16-19:37), 

but it may be more narrow in referring to the events after the last Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after 

these”) at John 19:28, or maybe to the events starting in John 19:31 (given the Nyd dk (kd dyn; 

“and after”) beginning John 19:30, and the Nyd (dyn; “and”) in John 19:31).  Even John 19:33 is a 

candidate to start the description given the dkw (ukd; “and when”) beginning that verse.   

 20:18 - Nylh (hlyn) here points backward to the testimony of Mary Magdalene about Yahshua’s 

words in John 20:15-17. 

 20:22 - Nylh (hlyn) here is pointing backward to the words of Yahshua in John 20:19 and John 

20:21. 

 20:31 - Nylh (hlyn) here concludes all of the words written in this gospel.  Accordingly, it points 

backwards to the statement in John 20:30.  Given that the gospel also continues in chapter 21, it 

does suggest that Chapter 21 was added later by the author and/or one of his friends given the 

verse in John 21:24.  Perhaps chapters 1-20 were completed by the beloved disciple, and then 

the events of Chapter 21 occurred and were therefore added to the whole.  

 21:1 – here is another example of Nylh rtb (bThr hlyn; “after these”), and it points backward to 

the same matter identified in John 20:31.  

 21:15 - Nylh (hlyn) here refers backward to the disciples with whom Simon Peter was fishing.  

 21:19 - Nylh (hlyn) here is another example of dk (kd; “when”) and Nylh (hlyn) working together 

to point backward. Here, the Nylh (hlyn) points to Yahshua’s words in 21:18 about how Simon 

Peter will glorify Alha.  

 21:24 - Nylh (hlyn) is used here to conclude the gospel and refer backward to all of its words, 

with the exception of the next verse as it uses Nyly0  (aylyn; “those”) in similar manner to John 

20:30 to point forward. 

And of course, first but not least… 

 1:28 – this is the verse in question for our study.  I contend the word Nylh (hlyn) also points 

backward to the conversation of John 1:19-27.  As you can see from the detailed word study 

here, Nylh (hlyn) points backwards in Aramaic grammar, which makes sense in John 1:28 not 

only grammatically, but geographically and conceptually.   
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Appendix B 

Here are the instances where the pre-identified subject is further clarified after the Nylh (hlyn) 

in the fourth gospel: 

5:34 – “these say I that you may live”. 

6:24 – “these boats”  

7:31 – “these signs that this one works” 

8:20 – “these words he spoke in the treasury while teaching in the temple” 

9:16 – “these signs to have worked” 

9:22 – “these said his parents because…” 

12:21 – “these came and drew near to Philip, who was from Bethsaida of Galilee…” 

12:37 – “while these, all of them signs working before them, not they were believing in him” 

13:17 – “if these you understand, you are blessed if you do them.” 

14:12 – “…more than these will work because toward the father go I” 

14:25 – “these I have spoken with you while I am with you.” 

15:11 – “these I have spoken with you so that my joy would be in you…” 

15:17 – “these I command you that you should love one another.” 

16:1 – “these I have spoken with you so that you will not be offended” 

16:3 – “these they will do because not they do know either my Father or me.” 

16:4 – “these I have spoken with you so that when has come their time you will remember…” 

16:25 – “these in comparisons I have spoken with you…” 

16:33 – “these I have told you so that about me you may have peace.” 

17:11 – “these are in the world.” 

17:13 – “these I speak in the world, so that my joy will be full in them” 

17:20 – “and not for the sake of the faces of these pray I only…” 

19:31 – “not should remain bodies these on their crosses because the Sabbath is dawning.”  

19:36 – “these for happened that would be fulfilled the scripture that said…” 
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20:31 – “also these and were written that you would believe…” 
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